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Scholar Name Ambiguity 
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• Scholar name ambiguity is a common data 
quality problem for digital libraries.



Scholar Name Ambiguity 
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• An example from DBLP. Xidian University

Beihang

University



Scholar Name Ambiguity 
• Raise various troubles

– Scholar search, Document retrieval, Community detection 
,Researcher profile analysis

• A real world senerio:
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SimGNN: A Neural Network 
Approach to Fast Graph 
Similarity Computation

An interesting paper 

written by  “Wei Wang”

Over 200 researchers with 

the name “Wei Wang”
Over 2000 papers



Scholar Name Disambiguation
• Intuitively, scholar name disambiguation can be 

modeled as a clustering problem.
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SimGNN: A Neural Network 
Approach to Fast Graph 
Similarity Computation

An interesting paper 

written by “Wei Wang”

Papers we are looking for.



Challenges
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• Limited information is available in bibliography 
data. Only basic paper and citation information is 
available.

– Author names

– Publication title

– Venue

– Publication year
A record in DBLP:

@article{DBLP:journals/fcsc/MaLHLH16,

author    = {Shuai Ma ,Jia Li, Chunming Hu, Xuelian Lin, Jinpeng Huai},

title     = {Big graph search: challenges and techniques},

journal   = {Frontiers of Computer Science},

year      = {2016}

}



Challenges
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• Disambiguation of names affects each other.
– Coauthors may also be ambiguous.

– More troubles may appear when multi-hop coauthorships are used as 
features

collaborate

Jianxin Li

UWA

Jianxin Li

BUAA

Wei Wang

UNSW

Wei Wang

UCLA



Challenges
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• Real world bibliography data are of large scale, 

including millions of researchers and hundreds 

of millions publications.

• DBLP (2020)

• # of publications: 5,282,454

• # of authors: 2,606,503

• # of conferences: 5,295

• # of journals: 1,722

• MAG (2016)

• 126,909,021 papers



Related Work: Methods
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• Supervised

• Use labeled data to train a classifier, e.g., SVM and random 

forests 

• Assign publications to different author entities.

• labeling data is time-consuming and impractical when the 

bibliography data is large.

• Unsupervised

• Clustering

• Topic modeling



Related Work: Used Features
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• Citation information

• author names, title, venue, publication 

year. 

• Web information

• Affiliation

• Publication abstract

• Author homepage

• … 

Focus of this 
thesis

Future work.
Include to further improve the 
performance.



Related Work: Independent & Collective
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• Independent:

• Tackle single name ambiguity

• Dismiss connections between different names.

• Collective:

• With/without a clean knowledge base.



Basic Notations & Data Representation
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• Heterogeneous Information Networks (HINs) is 

adopted to represent the bibliography data.

• Node types (abbreviation):

• Author (A) , Paper (P) , Venue (V) , Word (T)

• Edge Types:

• Author-Paper (AP)

• Paper-Venue (PV)

• Paper-Word (PT)



Basic Notations & Data Representation
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• Initially, each author reference is considered as an 

author node.

• Flexible to incorporate extra types of entities.

• Affiliations 

• Homepages

• …

The name “Ying Zhang” 
appears in P1 and P2. 
Initially, we consider them 
as different authors.



Basic Notations & Data Representation
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Problem Formulation
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Given a heterogeneous multipartite network 𝐺, the task of 

scholar name disambiguation is to adjust author nodes and 

edges between author and paper nodes, such that for each 

author 𝑎 in 𝐴, the set of paper nodes 𝑃𝑎 connected to 𝑎 ideally 

contains all and only those papers written by author 𝑎.



Solution Framework
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• Data representation: heterogeneous information network.

• Similarity measurement: 

– Calculate author similarities from different perspectives and then ensemble.

• Collective clustering:

– Merge author nodes with high similarity scores.



Similarity Measurement
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• Differentiate coauthor & coauthor names.

– Same coauthor name

– Same coauthor

• Assembling the similarities from four perspectives.

– Coauthor: 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑎

– Coauthor Name: 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑛

– Venue: 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑣

– Title: 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡

Wei Wang 1 Haixun Wang1 Wei Wang 2Haixun Wang2

Wei Wang 1 Haixun Wang1 Wei Wang 1



Similarity Measurement
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• Two authors are likely to be the same person if they are 

similar in at least two aspects.

𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑛, 𝑣, 𝑡}

Haixun Wang2

Haixun Wang4

Wei Xu1

Wei Xu2

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑎

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑛

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑣

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑚



Similarity Measurement
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• Author similarity from coauthor perspective:
– Normalized Histogram intersection kernel

• Author similarity from coauthor name perspective:

Normalization term
Whether they have 
the same coauthors

Consider 2-hop 
coauthors



Dealing with Sparsity
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• Venues and words are not enough to capture authors’ preferences.

• Graph  ~  Network

• VLDB ~ SIGMOD

• Extend the words for authors by considering the words similar to 

their title words, so do venues

P1:
Author: Wei Wang
Title: … Graph…
Venue: SIGMOD

P2:
Author: Wei Wang
Title: … Network…
Venue: VLDB



Dealing with Sparsity
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• Word-word similarity:

– Word2vec to learn word embedding from all titles.

– Cosine similarity

• Venue-venue similarity:

– Jaccard similarity of their author sets.

– If many authors publish paper in both venue 𝑖, and 𝑗, then these two venues 

should be similar.



Similarity Measurement
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• Author similarity from title perspective:
– Normalized Histogram intersection kernel

• Author similarity from venue perspective:

Normalization term
Whether they have 
the same title word

Consider similar words



Collective Clustering
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• Name disambiguation for one name influences the others

• Algorithm:
– Step 1: select an author name to disambiguate.

– Step 2: Update the graph according to the disambiguation results.

– Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until all names are fully disambiguated.

Merge of “Haixun Wang2” 
and “Haixun Wang4” l 
eads tonew common 

coauthor to “Wei Wang2” 

and “Wei Wang4”.



Collective Clustering
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Select an author name 𝑛, to disambiguate

– Calculate the pair-wise author similarities.

– Merge Top 𝐾 authors

– For example:  Currently, 80 authors nodes with name “Wei 

Wang” and the estimated author number is 20. Then we 

merge top (80-20)/2=30 pairs.



Estimation of Author Numbers
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• Estimate the real author number based on statistics.

• A name can be divided to fixed number of parts.

– A typical Chinese name contains two parts.

• Given a name 𝑛, its first name and last name are 
denoted by 𝐹 𝑛 and 𝐿 𝑛 .

– 𝐹 𝑛 ~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐹,  𝐿 𝑛 ~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐿



Estimation of Author Numbers
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• Suppose that a full name is the joint probability of its 
parts and these parts were chosen independently.

• Then, the number of authors with name 𝑛 is

– 𝑘𝑒 is the number of authors with name 𝑒, and σ𝑒
𝑘𝑒 is the 

total number of authors in the bibliography data.

– 𝑘𝑒 is unknown, we use 𝑘𝑒 instead.



Estimation of Author Numbers
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• Parameters of 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐹 and 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐿 are estimated by the 

maximum likelihood estimation. 

• EM algorithm:

– Initially, set all 𝑘𝑛 = 1

– Expectation: fix parameters in 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐹 and 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐿 , and 
update 𝑘

– Maximization: fix 𝑘 and update parameters in 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐹 and 

𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐿.



Experiments
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• Datasets:

– Aminer: From Aminer.org, contains 1.3M papers of 1.1M author names

– ACM: From ACM Digital library, contains 2.3M papers of 2.0M author 

names

– DBLP: From dblp.uni-trier.de, contains 3.6M papers of 1.8M author names

• Test Set:

– From Aminer.org/disambiguation,

– labelled 6730 papers for 110 author names.



Experiments
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• Baselines:
– CE (TKDD 2007):  collective entity resolution method for relational data.

– GHOST (JDIQ 2011):  a graph-based method employing coauthorship

only.

– CSLR (ECML-PKDD 2012):  considers venue-based and title-based 

similarities.

– MIX (JCDL 2015): a supervised method based on density based

clustering method and random forests.

– AM (KDD 2018): graph embedding based method.



Experiments
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Top 100 names:

Top 10 names:



Efficiency Performance Comparison
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• Check the efficiency by selecting subsets with 
different number of papers from each dataset.

• Our method is more efficient than baselines.



Effectiveness of estimating author numbers
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• In most cases, the used method can achieve 
reasonable results.



Conclusion Future Work
• Contributions

– We have proposed a collective approach to scholar name 
disambiguation. 

– We have developed a novel metric to determine the author similarity 
by assembling the similarities of four features (coauthors, venues, 
titles and coauthor names). 

– To deal with the sparsity problem, we have also introduced word-word 
and venue-venue similarities

• Future work
– Combine new features to further improve the performance of our 

method.

– a dynamic scenario
33
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